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Adescor to manufacture Mecasoft  Automatic 
coilers 

Adescor Inc. become North American licensee to manufacture the 
Mecasoft automatic pipe coilers in North America. 

 

For Immediate Release: 
Friday, February 23, 2003 

Contact: Tony Kime 
Adescor Inc. 
(819) 689-2100 

 

London, OntarioAdescor Inc. is pleased to announce a licensing agreement with 

Mecasoft of Soultz, France for the exclusive manufacturing and support of the 

Mecasoft coilers in the American market. 

Mecasoft is a European leader in automatic coiling technology, with over 130 

machines installed in corrugated and solid wall pipe plants.  Mecasoft have two 

machines in North America, and with this new manufacturing and support 

agreement expects the coiler technology to make much better penetration into the 

market. 

Adescor, with machinery manufacturing in Exeter, Ontario have the capacity to build 

the machinery and customers who are looking for a North American made and 

supported coiler solution. Adescor will be substituting North American electro-

mechnical compnents on the machines allowing for local supply of typical 

maintenance parts. The first unit to be built has been sold, so Adescor plan on 

building a second at the same time, the two machines should be ready by late 

summer.  
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“This method of adding new designs to Adescor speeds up our launch of new 

technology, and reduces our risk in the development of a new process” states Tony 

Kime, partner in Adescor Inc. “Why start from scratch when we can access a known 

and proven technology that has been used successfully many times over”. 

Pipe manufacturers in North America have been looking at automatic coilers for 

many years, but the step to buy a European design is a hesitant one. People 

understand the potential benefit, but the “down time” is a big concern for many 

prospective buyers. “With Adescor’s reputation in North America, competent service 

technicians, and the incorporation of off the shelf American components, we hope 

to reduce the hesitation of many prospective buyers” states Bill Kime, President of 

Adescor Inc.  

The Mecasoft coilers are designed in many configurations, in both single and 

double reel winding. They are equipped with automatic cutting, pipe feeding, 

winding and strapping systems and can also include stretch wrapping and 

automatic pull string blowing. The coiler has been adapted to many customer needs 

and has tremendous flexibility in features offered. 

Adescor is a privately held company located in Exeter Ontario specializing in 

downstream and accessory equipment for corrugated pipe plants. Many of the 

major corrugated pipe producers in North America are customers of Adescor. 

More information about the Adescor products can be obtained by visiting their 

agents web site at www.profilepipe.com  or by calling Tony Kime at (819) 689-2100. 
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